Although most of the real networks contain a mixture of directed and bidirectional (reciprocal) connections, the reciprocity r has received little attention as a subject of theoretical understanding. We study the expected reciprocity of networks with an arbitrary input and output degree sequences and given 2-node degree correlations by means of statistical ensemble approach. We demonstrate that degree correlations are crucial to understand the reciprocity in real networks and a hierarchy of correlation contributions to r is revealed. Numerical experiments using novel network randomization methods show very good agreement to our analytical estimations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of real networks combine both unidirectional and bidirectional (reciprocal) connections. This directed nature is often obviated, e.g. networks are symmetrized for algorithmic convenience and network models largely ignore the directionality for analytical simplicity. However, the directionality is known to be relevant, e.g., robustness against environmental changes of metabolic networks seems to arise from evolutionary pressure on the directions and weights of the metabolic fluxes [1] . The formation of functional communities and hierarchies in the cerebral cortex is mediated by the presence of reciprocal and unidirectional connections [2] . The dynamical stability in complex networks, e.g. ecological systems [3, 4] and synchronization of coupled oscillators, is commonly assessed by the eigenvalue space of the Jacobian or Laplacian matrices [5] . When networks are directed these matrices will have complex eigenvalues, what influences both the stability and the dynamical organization far from the equilibrium state.
The network reciprocity r is classically defined as r = L ↔ L [6] where L ↔ is the number of directed links s → t that also have a reciprocal (bidirectional) counterpart s ← t, and L is the total number of directed links. In networks without self-loops, reciprocal links form the cycles of lowest order and are therefore, important as a natural measure of feedback in the network. Recently, r of the Wikipedia networks [26] (for different languages) was found to be very stable over a wide range of network sizes [7] which signals its relevance for the structure or functionality of the networks. In [8] it was shown that reciprocal connections carry most of the topological information of the WWW. The formation of the giant-component in directed networks is facilitated by reciprocal connections [9] . Despite the extensive modeling efforts during the recent years to reproduce realistic features of networks, models have largely ignored reci- * Electronic address: vzlatic@irb.hr procity. Only in [10] a general class of random networks with prescribed r has been presented.
When analyzing real networks it is important to test whether measured values are significant or not. Typically, real network measures are compared to the properties of complete random networks of the same size N and number of links L. However the degree distribution of most real networks largely differs from the aforementioned random networks and more reasonable comparison is desired. Derivation of analytical expressions for expected measures under conditions of arbitrary degree sequence is difficult. Further assumptions are usually introduced, e.g. scale-free [11] or exponential degree distributions [12] . As real networks do never exactly belong to a model class, if even close, for real applications a numerical approach is the only solution in most situations. Ensembles of maximally random networks can be generated with the same input and output degree sequences and the ensemble average properties can be calculated. Unfortunately, generation of such ensembles is computationally very demanding for large networks. In this paper, we present analytical expressions for the expected reciprocity of directed networks that can be evaluated using only information measurable from the specific real network under study, and thus, overcome the problems discussed above.
In the context of social networks, several redefinitions of r have been introduced that account for biases of the experimental conditions [6, 13] . Recently, a similar redefinition based on correlations of adjacency matrix and its transpose, was presented [14] . It evaluates the reciprocity with respect to the density of connections a = L/(N (N − 1) ). This results from the fact that for a maximally random network with N nodes and L links, r equalsā. However, the specific degree sequence is expected to affect the number of reciprocal links, i.e., a node with both large input degree k i and large output degree k o has a higher tendency to form reciprocal links. This is expressed by the 1-node degree correlations between k i and k o of individual nodes. Similarly, as r involves the pairwise connectivity of nodes, the correlation between the degrees of neighboring nodes, 2-node degree corre- lations should also be relevant. Imagine a link s → t connecting a source node s with input and output degrees (k i , k o ) to a target node t with degrees (q i , q o ). The 2-node degree correlations exist when any of the (k i , k o ) degrees of node s is correlated with any of the (q i , q o ) degrees of node t. When all four values are correlated, then both 1-node (1n) correlations and the 2-node 4-degree (2n4d) correlations are present. The class of 2-node 2-degree (2n2d) correlations is depicted in Fig. 1 .
In this paper we study the expected reciprocity r of networks with prescribed degree sequences and arbitrary 2-node degree correlations. We consider complex networks as members of the statistical ensemble with given node degree sequence and degree correlations, and we calculate the expected reciprocity of such ensembles in the thermodynamical limit. We find that degree correlations explain almost completely the observed r of some real networks. In other examples, larger discrepancies indicate the presence of additional internal structure.
II. GENERAL RESULTS
In order to analytically estimate r under different correlation structures, we characterize the real directed networks by: the number of nodes N , the number of links L, the number of nodes N (k i , k o ) = N (k) having in-degree k i and out-degree k o , and the number of directed links L(k → q) pointing from nodes with degrees (k i , k o ) to nodes with degrees (q i , q o ). All these properties are easy to measure in a real directed network and contain all the relevant information about the degree correlations. We use frequencies of these properties as their probabilities and calculate the expected number of reciprocal links L ↔ . Remind that by definition, r is related to L ↔ by r = L ↔ /L. Under the class of 1-node and 2-node degree correlations here assumed, a network is considered as maximally random when any of the nodes with degrees k is equally likely connected to any of the nodes with degrees q. If a network contains L(k → q) such links, the probability that any of them connects randomly chosen nodes of degree k and q respectively is,
in the thermodynamical limit [27] . The denominator N (k)N (q) is the number of all possible connections between nodes with degrees k and nodes with degrees q. Again, if the network has L(k → q) links of the type k → q, the expected number of reciprocal
The overall expected reciprocity r 1n2n of the whole network is obtained by summing L(k ↔ q) over all k, q degree combinations:
Note that in general L(k → q) = L(k ← q). Taking frequencies of nodes P (k) = N (k)/N and frequencies of links P(k → q) = L(k → q)/L as probabilities in the thermodynamical limit, Eq. (2) reads,
The contribution of the correlation structure is accounted by the sum, P(k → q) accounts for both 1-node and 2-node correlations, and P (k) only for the 1-node correlations. When all four degrees are independent
Then reciprocity reduces to the density of links L/N 2 , i.e., the expected reciprocity of uncorrelated random networks.
III. SPECIAL CORRELATION CLASSES
Equations (2) and (3) are general formulas that account for all 1-node and 2-node degree correlations. These equations can be reduced to consider only desired special classes of correlations and thus explore the contribution of individual correlation types to r. In this section we present detailed derivations for all 8 possible combinations of 1-node and 2-node correlations and in Table I the main results are summarized. Note that in Table I only r c , the contribution of the correlation structure is shown. The expected reciprocities are obtained by multiplying with the density of links: r = L N 2 r c . Along this section, the usual product rule of joint probabilities in terms of conditional probabilities will be used,
With this rule in mind, the joint probabilities associated with the link statistics
can be expressed, for example, as:
Suppose that a network has significant 1-node correlations and 2-node correlations only between the outdegree k o of source nodes and the in-degree q i of the target nodes, see Fig. 1(a) , while other possible 2-node correlations are negligible. In this case, the probabilities can be approximated by:
Using conditional probabilities for the degrees of individual nodes, e.g. (3) reduces to:
(4) Additionally, if the 1-node correlations are negligible, the degrees of individual nodes become independent:
that equals the density of connectionsā in the thermodynamical limit. This means that the 2-node out-/indegree correlations do not contribute to reciprocity in the absence of 1-node correlations. This is not a general case since other classes of 2-node correlations largely contribute to r.
B. 1-node degree correlations
Starting from Eq. (4), we can alternatively remove the remaining 2-node in-/out-correlations and obtain a general expression for the expected reciprocity r 1n due to the 1-node correlations alone. In this case, the number of all possible output connections from source nodes with degree k o is k o N (k o ) and the number of all possible input connections to target nodes with in-degree q i is q i N (q i ). Hence, the probability that one link connects a node with out-degree k o to a node with in-degree
. Equation (4) reduces to:
Here r, a two node property, is determined by the single node characteristics arising from the specific in-and outdegree sequences. We remind that, in the literature, it is common to randomize networks by methods that conserve the degree sequences in order to obtain expected values accounting for the real degree distribution. Equation (6) is of relevance for significance testing because it is the theoretical estimation of the expected reciprocity in such a typical case.
C. 2-node out-/out-degree correlations
Following a similar approximation we can calculate the expected reciprocity r 2n:o/o due to the 2-node correlations, Fig. 1(b) , between the output degree k o of the 1-node 2-node rc, contribution of the correlations no no 1 yes no
y/n out-out P ko,qo
The averaging in the formulae is performed over in degrees of source nodes and the out-degree of the target nodes.
and similar for all other averages of this type.
TABLE I: Reduced formulae for the expected reciprocity of different combinations of 1-node and 2-node correlations. The expected reciprocity is r = L N 2 rc. Note that the result for the 2-node out-out and in-in correlations are independent of the 1-node correlations.
source node and the output degree q o of the target node. However, in this case a few steps need to be carefully considered. We rewrite the link probabilities as:
introduces dependence of indegree of the target node q i on the in-degree of the source node k i . We are assuming that such correlations are negligible and therefore this term can be rewritten as:
, because the in-degree of the target node q i and the in-degree of the source node k i are, again, not correlated. To proceed, it is necessary to use the fact that we are calculating expectations on graphs, and that the final expression should has a form which can be calculated using only the assumed knowledge of the network structure, i.e. the frequencies of nodes P (k) = N (k)/N and the frequencies of links
Following this line of reasoning the third ,already approximated term, should be carefully rewritten. What is the probability that a node will have in-degree q i given that (i) it has an input link and (ii) it has an out-degree q o ? Without the information (i) this probability is simply P (q i |q o ), but we have information that such a link does exist. The probability that, following a link between nodes with degrees k o and q o , it will run into a node with in-degree q i is just the number of links L(→ q) which enter all nodes with degrees q divided by the number of all links L(→ q o ) that enter the nodes with out degree q o . These numbers of links can be expressed as q i N (q i , q o ) and
Substituting all these approximations in Eq. (3),
Finally, the summation terms over in-degrees in the numerator and the denominator cancel out and we obtain a final expression for the expected reciprocity under 2-node out-/out-degree correlations:
Interestingly, this expression is independent of the 1-node correlations even if we did not explicitly assume it. The expression for 2-node in-/in-degree correlations conserved, Fig. 1(c) , is the same only with k o and q o replaced by k i and q i , see Table I .
D. 2-node in-/out-degree correlations
We now describe the case in which significant in-out correlations, Fig. 1(d) , are present in the network. Such correlations are supposed to influence reciprocity considerably because the probability that a given link of the type k → q has a reciprocal counterpart k ← q is directly proportional to the in-degree k i of the source node and the out-degree q o of the target node. Following the previous line of reasoning, the link probability can be expressed in this case as:
and the conditional terms as:
is not the average out-degree of nodes with in-degree k i , because P (k ′ o , k i ) is the joint probability and not the conditional probability. The average out-degree of nodes with in-degree k i is k o ki =k o,k i P (ki) . Using the above relationships we obtain from Eq. (3) an expression for the expected reciprocity r 1n2n:i/o = r i/o due to 1-node and 2-node in-/out-degree correlations:
Additionally, if the 1-node correlations are removed, the expected reciprocity r 2n:i/o due to the 2-node in-/outdegree correlations alone is:
Note that without 1-node correlations
IV. APPLICATION TO REAL NETWORKS
The class of degree correlations chosen in this paper is not only very interesting from the theoretical point of view, in this section we pay attention to its practical relevance. First, our results are applied to several real networks and the impact of degree correlations on reciprocity is discussed. Finally, in order to proof the validity of our equations as expectation values, the theoretical estimations are compared to the empirical ensemble averages of random networks. Therefore, we present several algorithms to generate random networks conditional on different correlation classes.
A. The reciprocity of real networks
All the analytical expressions summarized in Table I can be directly estimated by measuring the necessary statistics out of a real network. For different cases specific quantities need to be counted,
are introduced in the formulas of Table I to obtain the expected reciprocity under desired combination of 1-node and 2-node degree correlations.
For each of the real networks in Table II we have calculated the expected reciprocities under different correlation classes, Eqs. (3), (5), (6) and (7) . For comparison, we also show the density of connectionsā, i.e., the reciprocity of complete random networks of the same size N and number of links L. As observed in Table II , our general estimation of reciprocity r 1n2n alone can almost completely explain r of many networks, e.g. WorldTrade-Webs and most of the food webs analyzed. It also makes a very good approximation for cortical and neural networks. However, the large discrepancy in the case of Wikipedia web-sites suggests the presence of additional internal structure in the network rather than 1-node and 2-node degree correlations. For example, the C. elegans neural network, the cortical and the Wikipedia networks are known to have modular and hierarchical structure. In all these cases the real r is larger than the expected r 1n2n . Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that degree correlations are crucial to understand the reciprocity in real networks. In its closest approximation, World Trade Webs, r 1n2n is roughly twice as large asā, the expected reciprocity of an equivalent complete random network. In other cases r 1n2n andā differ up to 3 orders of magnitude. The values of r 1n2n are always followed by the contribution of 2-node out-out correlations r 2n:o/o , Eq. (7). With the exception of Silwood Park and Ythan Estuary food webs, values of r 1n , Eq. (6), are all closer to the real r than the density of linksā. These results reveal a hierarchy of the types of degree correlation with respect to their approximation level for explaining reciprocity.
B. Numerical Corroboration
Finally, we will proof that our analytical expressions are valid expectation values of the network reciprocity. For the real networks in Table II , we have generated ensembles of maximally random networks under different conditions of 1-node and 2-node degree correlations. The ensemble average reciprocities have been compared to the analytical results showing excellent agreement between experimental and theoretical expected values, Fig. 2 . The generation of random networks with desired degrees and correlations is not trivial, but we have developed three novel rewiring / generation algorithms for that purpose. In the absence of analytical results for other graph measures, e.g. clustering coefficient, average pathlength, etc., the following algorithms are also useful to empirically calculate the expected value of any network measure under desired conditions of degree correlations.
1. Random networks with desired degree sequences and 2-node degree correlations, r1n2n
Given a real network of size N and L links, we can measure its degree distribution N (k) and the 2-node correlation structure L(k → q). With this information in hand, it is possible to generate a maximally random network with such properties. To an initially empty network of size N , its nodes are randomly assigned their final degrees k following the distribution N (k). Then, links are introduced at random but following carefully considered steps. First, one source node s is chosen at random. We know that s has been assigned to have final degrees k ′ . Because of the 2-node correlations, s can only connect to nodes with particular degrees
A list of possible target nodes is constructed by taking only those nodes assigned to have final degrees q ′ where L(k ′ → q ′ ) > 0. From this list one target node t is chosen at random and the link s → t is include to the initially empty network. Note that a node with input and output degrees k = (k i , k o ) can only be eligible k o times as source and k i time as target, otherwise the distribution N (k) will not be conserved. Thus, if the quantities L(k → q), and k i and k o of each node are adequately updated during the process, only L iterations are required to construct the maximally random network. Described as it is, this method allows for the introduction of self-loops and multiple-links. Avoiding them is far from trivial.
To proof the validity of our general theoretical result r 1n2n , Eq. (3), ensembles of 100 random networks have been generated for each of the real networks in Table II following the method described above. The results in Fig. 2(a) show an excellent agreement between r 1n2n (horizontal axis) and the empirical ensemble average reciprocities r 1n2n (vertical axis). All the generated random realizations have been positively tested to have the same N (k) and L(k → q) as the original real networks. From all the networks in Table II none but the C. Elegans contain self-loops and multiple-links. Therefore, the impact of the self-loops and multiple-links introduced by the random generation method was also tested. In the random realizations out of the Silwood Park food web, on average, only 4.5% of the L links formed self-loops or multiple-links. The realizations out of the Wikipedias contain on average less than 2% of such links, and the realizations out of the cortical networks and the worldtrade-webs contain less that 1%. These small differences have very little impact as observed in the good agreement hown in Fig. 2(a) between our theoretical estimation r 1n2n and the experimental measures r 1n2n . In this case, we opted for a rewiring algorithm. Such methods start from a given real network and stepwise randomize its connections under specific rules that conserve desired properties. In order to obtain maximally random networks that conserve uniquely the original 2-node out-out degree correlations, Fig. 1(b) , we proceed in the following manner. One of the links in the network is chosen at random s → t 1 . Nodes s and t 1 have outdegrees k o and q o respectively. From all the nodes in the network with out-degree q o a new target node t 2 is randomly chosen. If all conditions to avoid the introduction of self-loops and multiple links are satisfied, the old link is destroyed s t 1 and the new link is included s → t 2 . After several iterations, all 2-node degree correlations except for the out-out will be randomized because the rewiring step is blind to all other correlations. A relevant question arises when applying rewiring algorithms: how long should the process run so that resulting networks are maximally random? After some finite number of iterations the network reaches a maximally random state and any successive rewiring will lead to an statistically equivalent random network. Once this state is reached, all network measures converge to an stable value. We have applied several levels of rewiring to the real networks studied in this paper and the reciprocity has been measured at each level. As observed in Fig. 3(a) the average values of r reach a stable point. Any other network measure will follow the same behavior. Obviously, the number of necessary iterations is proportional to the number of links L and, for this particular method, all networks reach a maximally random state after 2L iterations.
To proof the validity of our theoretical expression r 2n:o/o , Eq. (7), as expected reciprocity of networks with prescribed 2-node out-/out-degree correlations, we generated ensembles of 100 rewired networks out of the real networks in Table II . For security, 4L rewiring iteration steps were used in all cases. The ensemble average reciprocities r 2n:o/o were calculated. The comparison between our theoretical estimates and the empirical results, Fig. 2(b) , shows again excellent agreement.
3. Rewiring method that conserves 2-node out-in correlations, r 2n:o/i
In order to proof the validity of our theoretical r 2n:o/i , we designed yet another rewiring algorithm that conserves uniquely the original 2-node out-in correlations Fig. 1(a) of a real network. First, two nodes are selected at random, s 1 and s 2 . These nodes are divided in two halves, one containing all in-links and the other containing all the out-links, i.e. The stability of the rewiring process has been tested in a similar manner as in the previous section and the results are shown in Fig. 3(b) . In this case, each iteration step rewires several links so that the algorithm is much faster. After only 0.3L iterations all networks reach a maximally random state. The theoretical expected reciprocity r 2n:o/i , Eq. (5), is compared to the empirical ensemble averages r 2n:o/i of 100 rewired networks and the results shown in Fig. 2(c) . All networks were rewired 0.4L times.
Conserving degree sequences, r1n
Finally, a well known rewiring method was used to randomize all 2-node correlations while degree sequences N (k), 1-node correlations, are conserved [20] . This method arises from earlier approaches [21, 22] and consists in randomly choosing two links, s 1 → t 1 and s 2 → t 2 , and exchanging them, s 1 → t 2 and s 2 → t 1 . In Fig. 2(d) the expected reciprocities r 1n from the ensemble averages are compared to our analytical estimations r 1n , Eq. (6).
All the results in this section proof that our analytical expressions are valid expected reciprocities under the cor- relation conditions considered in this paper. The equations are valid even for small networks such as the cat cortical network (N = 53, density of linksā ≈ 0.3) despite the fact that formulas are derived in the thermodynamical limit. Error bars in most cases are very small and only food webs exhibit some larger fluctuations.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have studied the influence of 1-node and 2-node degree correlations on the reciprocity of networks with arbitrary degree sequence. We find that, for a large class of complex networks, correlations account for a very large part of the observed reciprocity, explaining it almost completely in typical cases. In general, the contribution of correlations to r is nontrivial and largely depends on the type of correlations involved, revealing a hierarchy of correlation classes that contribute to r in different levels of approximation. As observed, this influence can span over orders of magnitude in some real networks. Our analytical estimations are proved as valid expectation values of reciprocity by comparison to ensemble averages of random networks which preserve desired types of correlations. Both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, it would be highly desirable to extend the current work and obtain expected values of other network measures, e.g. clustering coefficient, average pathlength, motif profiles, etc. following a similar philosophy: analytical expressions should be computable using only information that can be directly measured from the specific real network under study. In the absence of such results, for the moment, the numerical methods introduced in this paper are a useful tools for significance testing of network measures under conditions of prescribed degree sequences and degree correlations.
The dynamical influence of degree correlations has been studied for epidemic spreading [23] and for synchronization in undirected networks [24] . In the light of our results, which clearly relate reciprocity and degree correlations, it is important to also investigate the influence of reciprocity on those phenomena for the broader class of directed networks.
In order to perform satisfactory modeling, the key parameters governing network growth and evolution need to be identified. Therefore, theoretical understanding of the interplay between different topological properties is necessary to distinguish between the significant measured values and those expected as by-products of other properties. In this paper, we have explored the interplay between degree correlations and network reciprocity. Previous efforts in this direction include relations between degree correlations and clustering coefficient [25] . Degree correlations are also expected to be relevant for other network measures, e.g., pathlength, network motifs, modularity, etc. Therefore, further work is desirable to extend the analytical and experimental approaches presented in this paper. No doubt, quantification of similar structural interrelations will significantly elucidate the essence of the structure-function-evolution interplay in complex networks.
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